PG

COLD WATER

GAS-POWER

PORTABLE

Portable, Belt-Drive, Gasoline-Powered,
Cold Water Pressure Washer
 Up to 4.7 GPM, 4000 PSI
 Belt-Drive Pump with
7-Year Warranty
 Reliable Honda or
Vanguard Engine
 Lots of Safety Features



Hose/Gun Hanger for ease in storing hose
and gun when not in use.



Block- mounted, top quality Unloader
diverts water flow when trigger gun is
shut off and keeps bypass water cooler.







Many Safety Features, including OSHA
compliant belt guard and a thermal
pump protector to prevent the buildup
of excessive heat in the pump.
Easy-to-attach Detergent Injector for
easy application of soap.
Rugged High-Pressure Pump, with three
ceramic plungers, forged brass head and
seven-year warranty, is connected to
the engine by a belt-drive assembly that
features cast-iron bushing Pulleys and two
notched “V” cogged belts, which provide
a cooler operation and longer life; also
two-bolt adjustment makes it easy to
adjust the belt tension.



Two spring-loaded Rubber Pad Feet
absorb vibration for long life and keep the
unit from “walking.”



Rugged 10-gauge steel Chassis is
protected with all-weather-resistant
epoxy powder coat paint.





Heavy-duty Gasoline-Powered Honda or
Vanguard Engine with low-oil alert and
some models with electric start.
Three quick-couple Nozzles are made of
hardened stainless steel and color-coded
for easy selection of spray pattern:
15°, 25°, 40°.



Handles on front and back for convenience
in vehicle loading and unloading.



Helpful Tri-Lingual Labels with operating
instructions in English, Spanish and French
for added liability protection and operator
convenience.



Spring-loaded Trigger Gun with stainless
steel, Variable Pressure Wand for low
pressure detergent application (except
2000 PSI model uses standard wand).



E-Z Start Valve makes for resistance-free
pull starting of the engine.



JIC Fittings are easy to service and
corrosion-resistant.



13" four-ply, tubed Pneumatic Tires make
for easy maneuvering in any terrain.



Oil Drain Hose for convenience in
changing oil.



50 ft. of steel-wire braid High Pressure
Hose rated for up to 5000 PSI with 24-inch
Hose Guard for burst protection, and
Swivel Crimp Fitting for ease in attaching
trigger gun to hose.
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Pressure Washers Built to Last - landa.com

PG
WHY CHOOSE THE PG?
Landa’s flagship series of cold-water pressure washers, the PG is the
most popular machine for everyday use in a variety of industrial cleaning
applications. Each has a rugged chassis, 13" tires for easy maneuvering
over all types of terrain, and shock absorbing, spring-loaded rubber feet
to cut down on vibration. Handles on the front and back are easy to grip,
so you won’t have a problem loading or unloading these machines.

Model #

Part #

GPM

PSI

Pump RPM

Pump

Engine

CCs

Ship Wt (lbs)

PG4-20324
PG4-35324
PG5-35224E
PG4-40324E*

1.107-010.0
1.107-011.0
1.107-013.0
1.107-012.0

4.2
3.7
4.7
4.0

2000
3500
3500
4000

1360
1360
1450
1360

LT4540R.2
LT4540R.2
LT6036R.2
LT4540R.2

Honda GX270
Honda GX390
Vanguard 16
Honda GX630

270
389
479
688

230
250
275
275

Dimensions: 48”L x 27”W x 30”H PG-20324 40”L x 27”W x 25”H E = Electric start engine (battery not included) *Cannot be sold into California

SPEED IT UP WITH ACCESSORIES

DETERGENT FOR EVERY JOB

We offer a number of pressure washer accessories to reduce your
cleaning time. Depending on your cleaning application, choose
from items such as flat surface cleaners like the Water Jet, rotary
nozzles, extension wands and more.

Landa innovative detergent lineup makes your
cleaning job easier and faster. Phosphate-free
to meet the most stringent environmental
demands without sacrificing cleaning
effectiveness. We’ll match you with a product
designed for your specific application.

If you’re cleaning long hours at a time, the EASY!Force trigger
gun is an ideal and innovative solution to alleviate user fatigue.
It’s designed to use its own recoil force to hold the trigger down,
which means you won’t have sore hands after hours of use.
We also offer accessories designed to lengthen the life of
your equipment, such as hose reels, which not only protect
the high-pressure hose from damage, but help with storage
when not in use.

Your Authorized Landa Dealer:

Give us a call to learn which accessories are suitable to use with
your pressure washer - and your application.

Note: Landa is constantly improving and updating its products. Consequently, pictures, features, and specifications in this brochure may differ slightly from current models. Flow rates and pressure ratings may vary due to variances allowed by manufacturers of our machine components.
Landa product performance is certified by the Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA) to be within 5% of listed specifications.
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